
“Dynasicht” – shift planner –
All shifts at a Glance

WEIGANG’s “Dynasicht” shift planner shows at a glance which staff member at which 
workplace is assigned to which shift. It also clearly documents sick or leave absence, or out 
of the office appointments.

Companies with multiple shift operation need 
planners ensuring unique assignment of their 
employees to the various areas of responsibility 
and shifts.

Coordination and communication are absolutely 
necessary. Of course, employees must know their 
personal schedules and the shifts to which they 
are assigned. But an open business culture also 
requires that schedules be presented transparently 
for all employees.

Coordination and communication
Scheduling boards are the ideal scheduling and communication tool to achieve this goal. 
WEIGANG’s shift planner is an application version of the proven “Dynasicht” scheduling 
board system. A “Dynasicht” board compromises modular board elements enclosed by a 
stable frame. This modular design principle allows easy expansion at a later point.

Clip-on display signals
The “Dynasicht” surface carries a profile 
of plastic bars to clip-on writeable plastic 
signals. If scheduling is to be restructured, 
the clip-on mechanism allows easy to 
removal and repositioning or shifting of 
signals.

The write-on slips are available in 
ten colours allowing you to create a 
sophisticated colour coding. Besides 
the clear visualisation of different shifts, 
other status information, such as “ill“, 
“on vacation“ or “out“ can be distinctively 
marked. The bright colours of the signals 
permit distinguishably reading of the 
information on the board already from a 
distance. 



The shift planner is also equipped with a movable dateline cursor making the current time.

Suitable for office and production hall
The shift planner in high-quality design and its friendly colours is suitable for any office. But 
it can also be used in a rough or inclement environment of a production hall.

The display signals are fitted securely on the profile bars, where they are protected from 
draughts. Dust and other dirt can simply be washed off.

Approach us! Ideas become product solutions!
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